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Introduction

It sounds so easy.  Find a house at a discount, buy it, fix it up, sell it and cash the check.

Whether you look online, on TV, at the library, or at your local Real Estate Investors

Association, you’ll encounter “gurus” who’ll walk you through the steps to your first $40,000

check, which will be “just the beginning” of making your millions in real estate.  They’re people

“just like you” who went from a miserable existence to now working four hours a week and

living their wildest dreams.

Sounds too good to be true, you think?  Indeed it is.  While the basics of rehabbing houses are

somewhat straightforward, there are many unforeseen obstacles along the path.  Smooth

transactions and perfectly budgeted rehabs are the rare exception rather than the norm.  This

book is not intended as a step-by-step guide to walk you through rehabbing, but rather as a

supplement to fill in the gaps of what the gurus don’t teach you.  It includes practical instruction

for real problems you’ll encounter in the real world of real estate.

What’s my story?

I've lived through many adventures in my life.  As a child, I never lived in one location longer

than 2 yrs.  Some countries we stayed in less than 3 months.  I've grown up in remote African

villages, had jealous schoolmates attempt to kill me, and been evacuated from a country during

military unrest.  Despite all of this excitement, I excelled throughout school, got a bachelors

degree, and earned a Masters degree in Business while I worked as a financial analyst.  While
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my experiences growing up led me to expect the unexpected, I will tell you that real estate

investing, mainly with rehabs, has been the biggest adventure of my life.

My husband and I spent a year learning from the real estate investing gurus before we bought our

first project.  Since then, we've been involved in all sorts of different transactions, from

rehabbing to owner financing to plain old rentals.  Our experiences have not been what you

might call "textbook."  In fact, there has not yet been a single transaction that didn't have a major

snag (or two… or more).

Most of our rehab projects have been in "transitioning" neighborhoods.  These are older

neighborhoods near the city center that have fallen into disrepair but are becoming popular with

younger buyers when they are fixed up.  As a result, there are very nice houses sprinkled into

neighborhoods with a lot of low priced, poorly maintained houses renting for the bare minimum.

This occupant and property value dispersion carries with it security issues that are generally non-

existent in the suburbs.  On some properties, our efforts at averting thieves have been more

demanding than managing the project itself.

My hope is that this book will help you avoid the pitfalls we fell into and prevent undue stress in

your family because of them.  Our experience has been one requiring great patience and

persistence.  Particularly in rehabbing homes, seeing a transaction through to the end requires

significant financial and emotional commitment.  Yes, anyone can do it but it is a challenge.  A

word of warning if you haven't rehabbed a house yet- it is not for the faint of heart.  Start small

to get a taste of it.  Don't over-commit to multiple projects.  Prove the concept from start to finish
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before you get in way over your head.  And most importantly, be ready to learn something new

from every project!

Proactive Business Practices

There are quite a few things you can do in your rehabbing business to ensure things run smoothly

from the start.  They may take a little more energy up front, and possibly even delay the start of

the project, but they will be worth the time and effort in the long run.  Consider them steps to lay

a good foundation for the project you’ll be building.

Know Your Comps

Real estate is a street by street, sometimes block by block business.  The house that could get

$200 k on one corner may only find a buyer at $100 k just across the street.  The differences can

be stark, especially in established and transitioning neighborhoods near city center.  Suburban

neighborhoods have less significant differences but should be evaluated with other comps from

that specific neighborhood as much as possible.

Research the market for your neighborhood extensively, preferably on MLS.  Free services can

provide basic information but when it comes down to getting a solid After Repair Value nailed

down, MLS is going to give you information on what types of loans were used, how much the

seller gave in closing cost concessions, and the days on market.  All of this information will help
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you figure out, in combination with features of the houses which you can see in pictures on

MLS, what your buyer profile is and what you can reasonably expect to sell the house for.

Drive by the sold houses and do your best to get inside every active house on the market.  What

is the standard level of build quality?  What kind of trim does that neighborhood require?  What

kind of exterior?  Some houses can have vinyl siding, others need hardiboard or brick.  Pay

attention to exterior trim, porches, patios, railings, flooring choices, driveway and garage

options, types of windows, types of door handles, plumbing fixtures, shower enclosures and bath

tubs, kitchen amenities, appliances, paint colors, front door design.  All the little details matter

because they add up on the cost side and they will either attract or repel a buyer.  Once you know

the minimum, you can choose to upgrade from there.  However, keep in mind the balance

between what buyers will pay more for and what an appraiser will give you enough credit for to

pass appraisal.  For example, building a $20 k garage onto a house where 97% of houses in the

neighborhood don’t have garages could become an issue.  Even if buyers are asking for a garage,

the house may not appraise for enough to cover the bump in price for building the garage.  A

good guideline to follow is “Make it nice and new but don’t overdo.”

As you buy distressed property, there is usually a reason you were able to pick it up for less than

market value.  Property “features” you may brush off during acquisition, could present

themselves as major buyer objections when you’re trying to sell.  Dilapidated houses next door,

neighbors who collect “treasures” in their yards, nearby barking dogs, downward sloping lots,

proximity to drainage, corner lots, and layouts not conducive to furniture placement all can have

a negative stigma that you may have to deal with before buyers are willing to make an offer.  Do

what you can to overcome the objection or minimize its impact- build a fence, add landscaping,
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stage with furniture, install dog bark silencers for the neighbor’s dogs. If the rest of the property

is compelling and beats out the competition on the market, you should be able to sell despite the

defect and without a huge price concession.

Knowing your comps will give you the target for selling once renovation is complete.  It goes

without saying you should know them pretty well before getting into a deal.  The next most

important thing to know is cost for the rehab.  There will ALWAYS be surprises in a project.  If

you’re just getting started, plan for an additional minimum 25% in project cost.  Ideally, you can

get contractor quotes before you’re under contract.  For smaller projects this may be even just

calling around to local providers. However, if not, the more detailed you can make your repair

cost estimating sheet, the better off you’ll be.  As you do more projects, you’ll get a better sense

of what scope on a project should cost.  Be aware that with major renovations, $20,000 goes very

quickly.  Start small with one project and test.  A cosmetic rehab can cost less than $10,000.

Practice managing the contractors, working with buyers, and learning ways to tweak your

process for better results. Once the house is sold and you’re satisfied with the results, you can

feel more comfortable moving to a more complicated project.  Don’t be discouraged when

unexpected costs come along. Expect to learn things from every project and take that knowledge

forward for greater success on the next one.

Warren Buffett’s number one rule is “Don’t lose money.”  The gurus don’t really mention that

real estate is an easy business to lose money in.  $2,000 can disappear in one phone call and

there’s not much you can do about it except keep moving forward.  It’s better to get into one

solid deal in the year than take on five that will put you under and endanger the future of your
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family.  Time after time in this business we’ve seen projected profits go from $40,000 to losing

money.  Don’t count any profits until cash is sitting in your bank account.

Profitability

When the market was booming, everyone and their dog could secure a mortgage, and people

were competing with one another to buy houses next to the town dump, it was pretty easy to

make money.  Now, things are different.  Mortgage qualifications are far more stringent (fewer

buyers, less demand), there are months of inventory on the market (more supply-side

competition), and prices continue to drop in many parts of the country, which makes buyers

hesitate even more.  How can you be profitable in this environment?

• Scope of work- Get it right in the beginning so you can make the right offer to purchase

• Conservative estimates- Watch out for these budget busters and add buffer into your

repair estimate

o Tree Removal

o Dumpsters

o Special Features

o Unexpected Upgrades

o Windows

o Trim- inside and outside

o Fences- building or repairing

o Lumber- for layout modifications

o Porches/Decks
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o Utility Connections- water, sewer, electrical, gas

If you think you’ll be able to reuse existing components, make sure they are brand new.  Things

that look nicer than everything else now will stand out as needing replacement when everything

else is rehabbed.

The bigger the project, the more unexpected costs you should plan for.  Budgeting an additional

50% in repairs for a project with scope you haven’t tackled before is the smart way to go.

Budgeting an additional 20% minimum for a project less than $20,000 in scope will protect your

profits.  You’ll be wondering why you’re planning for these unknown costs until you encounter

them.  At the end of your project you’ll be thankful you set the money aside instead of having to

scramble up another private lender to finish.

• Don’t overrehab for the neighborhood.

• Don’t rehab on rental street where buyers will not feel comfortable.

• 3 bedroom/1 bathroom houses are difficult to resell. 2/1s are generally best suited as

rentals.

• Avoid slowing and declining neighborhoods.  Make sure there are at least a handful of

sold properties in the last 6 months within a quarter of a mile or the specific

neighborhood you’re working.

Own a Business
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If you don’t already have a real estate business established, setting up a business entity to run

your projects through is a very good idea for tax and liability reasons.  Setting it up right is even

better.  Depending on your level of comfort with paperwork and the state you live in, the actual

business may be easy enough to set up with the Secretary of State on your own.  If you’re

uncomfortable with the process and would like additional guidance, local attorneys or attorneys

through services like Prepaid Legal, legalzoom.com or rocketlawyer.com can help.

For additional real estate focused business and asset protection guidance, I highly recommend

Jeff Watson’s Omega Training Course.

Working With Contractors

Screening Contractors

Times are tough right now.  You would expect contractors would be lining up to work for

competitive prices.  Our experience has been it is a challenge to find the right contractors.

Choosing your contractors is 90% of your success on the project.

There are lots of different ways to find contractors.  Some are better than others.

Here are some possible sources:

• Blue Book- this professional service will send your job description out to a network of

contractors to get quotes for you

http://callwithwatson.com


• ServiceMagic.com- you’ll hear back from interested contractors quickly, they may be

more retail oriented

• AngiesList.com (although you may get more retail type contractors)

• Craigslist.org- if you screen VERY carefully, this could provide some leads

• Recommendations from other REIA members- probably get contractors who work for

less but beware of work quality

• Talk to friends and family- unless they’re in the business, you’re probably going to get a

lot of retail contractors who want to charge twice what you should pay.

Contractor Profiles

“I work for cheap”

They probably do cheap work.  This is the hardest contractor to work with.  They may have a

great quote and be very friendly.  However, they hire unreliable help, they don’t know how to

run a business, they show up late to the job site, tend to be disorganized, unreliable, and have a

substandard quality of work.  You will spend more time managing this contractor and trying to

keep the pieces together than you ever imagined.  Schedules will get behind, they’ll damage half

of the material that needs to be installed, and you’ll be eager for them just to get out of the house

and stay out.

“I’m a custom remodeler”

They may expect to be paid generous retail prices for premium work. This contractor will give

you an unaffordable quote and will want a significant deposit up front.  They may not be familiar
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with the level of quality/materials you expect because they have been working on higher end

homes.

“I’m a professional contractor and I need more work”

This may be the contractor you’re looking for.  The ideal contractor for an investor is looking for

reliable work.  Many smaller operations have challenges marketing their business and if they

don’t work, they don’t eat.  They will be willing to negotiate prices.  However, you don’t want to

beat them down to the point of not being profitable.  It’s a delicate balance to pay the contractor

enough so that he can stay above water without taking advantage of you.

As you collect estimates, (or they don’t come in), you’ll get a better idea of how the contractor

runs his business.  How much time does it take them?  How much do they communicate with

you?  Did the estimate include everything you talked about?  The more itemized the estimate, the

better idea the contractor has about his costs.  This is a good thing.  You would rather have a

higher but more accurate cost estimate up front, than be hit with overruns every time you turn

around.  Although you may have an agreement in writing that the contractor is working for you

at a fixed price, there is a point at which they cannot take on the loss and may even walk away

from a job if it is too far overrun.  Finding a business-minded contractor who will work with you

on price is worth their weight in gold.  You may also notice that they tend to be more organized

on the jobsite and can help you make midstream decisions that will be more cost effective.

Paperwork
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It’s not sexy but it is important.  When things are in black and white, everyone can be on the

same page.  Real estate transactions can result in serious liabilities.  When you do everything you

can to prove that you’re operating with integrity, it can help you down the road.

Some important paperwork to have from your contractors includes:

• Their proof of insurance with your company and property listed as additional insured.

• Their W-9 for tax purposes at the end of the year if they are not incorporated.

• Written scope of work for the project

• Signed Independent Contractor Agreement (to agree on terms, penalties, and prove to the

IRS that contractor was not an employee).

• Payment schedule

• Lien waiver for house upon completion

• Copies of the permits from the city/county before they start work

• Proof of Contractor License

When you require these documents of your contractor, it reinforces the level of professionalism

that you expect.  Also, should problems come along down the road, you have documentation to

fall back on to resolve the issue.

Fortunately, we haven’t had significant issues with our contractors and I believe this is due to a

number of factors.

1. Treat your contractors with professionalism.
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2. Follow through on your commitments to your contractors, specifically paying them as

promised when the work is complete.  Many contractors have tight cash flow and paying on time

may get you to the top of their priority list, especially when emergencies come up.

3. Communicate regularly with them to stay on track with cost and schedule.  Visit the jobsite

frequently to supervise the work, but don’t waste their time or yours just hanging around

chatting.

4. Require the basic documents for each general and major subcontractor.

Payment Schedules

Ideally, you’d like to pay the full amount at the end of the project whereas the contractor would

like you to pay it all at the beginning.  Coming to a compromise requires consideration of a few

things: scope of the project, timeline, amount of material they need to buy upfront and across the

project to name a few.  If it’s a two week project, you may be able to cut a check after week 1

and then at completion.  If it’s a two month project, you’ll want to spread things out more.

Selecting milestones based around city building inspections works well on bigger projects.

Avoid paying much or anything upfront, especially with a new contractor.  If they claim they

need money for materials, a compromise may be taking the cost of materials from their payment

and paying the vendor directly.  Try to keep enough money due at the end of the project to be

sure they finish it.  Twenty percent or more is a great target.  Usually contractors lose steam at

the end and getting the final punch list items cleared up can be a challenge.  Some contractors

will try to spring the final check from you before it’s fully complete.  The “I work for cheap”
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contractors will be begging you for early checks all the time.  Professional contractors will stick

to the agreement and not expect to get paid until they finish the work.

A contractor came recommended to us by the seller on one contract we were starting.  As we

discussed the project with him, a few red flags showed up. First, he lived two hours away in

another state.  Second, he wanted 50% of the project cost up front and was completely non-

negotiable.  Third, both his cost and timeline projections were significantly underestimated.

Fourth, we heard from the seller that the contractor’s son was undergoing cancer treatment so he

was sure to “do the right thing” by us.  All of those issues combined showed increased risk to us

so we found another contractor (albeit more expensive with a longer schedule).  Once the house

was on the market, we were visited by another investor in the neighborhood who had hired the

contractor we were skeptical about.  Halfway through completing the project, he disappeared and

she had to finish her project with someone else’s help.  If things sound too good to be true, they

probably are.  Be proactive about protecting your business and remember that the contractor you

choose determines much of your success on a project.

For more specifics on working with contractors, I recommend the FortuneBuilders Rehabbing

for Huge Profits course.  If you’re serious about rehabbing, this course will be worth the

investment.

Security
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The cost of security is probably not listed on your property inspection and project estimate

worksheet.  However, neglecting security concerns can lead to a big line item expense.  In

today’s tough economic times, there are more people unemployed and underemployed than ever.

There are people who will never be employed who make their living off of stealing from

properties like yours.  Yes, I said it, professional thieves are waiting to prey on your property.

Particularly in transitioning neighborhoods, once a home is vacant or under construction, it

becomes more of a target than it otherwise would be.

Between professional thieves and random scavengers, a lot of items in your property and that

you want to put in your property are on the wanted list, all the way down to 2x4 wood scraps

from framing.  At different stages of construction, the house will be more attractive to some

thieves than others.  So, in addition to managing the project and keeping it on track for schedule

and budget, keep on top of security to prevent further overruns and schedule delays.

What can you do to prevent theft?  How should you handle it when it occurs?  What about

calling the police?

Copper Theft

Copper theft is most likely to occur when you have a full gut property with new electrical

installation or if you have an older property with copper piping.  One of the favorite places for

thieves to get access is in a crawl space.  Be sure the crawl space door is secured with at least

long screws for the locking hinge fixture and a sturdy lock.  Even better is a custom-made crawl

space door that holds a deadbolt.
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Thieves will climb up through unsecured eves to get into the second story.  No broken windows

or busted doors necessary.  It takes them only a few minutes to strip the electrical wire out of an

open house.  What they will get $100 for in scrap will cost you $1000’s to have your electrician

rewire.

When a house is in early stages of construction, it’s particularly difficult to secure.  There is no

electricity going to the property to power a security system.  The doors and windows are on but

anyone could easily kick them in.

If you have double paned windows, ensuring your contractors actually lock them in the summer

is a challenge.  The top window pane inches down over the course of the day.  Someone may

close the bottom pane and flip the lock but it isn’t engaging the top pane.  This is a huge security

gap.

A security system is the best deterrent. Thieves are lazy and want as little hassle as possible.  If

an alarm goes off when they walk in the door, risking their freedom for $100 is going to be even

less worth it.  Of course, you can contract with a monitoring system but they generally require

electrical service.  There are custom builder security monitoring services but they become

prohibitively expensive.

The best solution we found was to buy the Skylink security system from Amazon.com, along

with a power inverter and marine battery.  We purchased many additional motion detectors,

enough door sensors for each door of the house, and an external siren.  To set the system up,

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0002YPF5Y/ref=as_li_tf_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B0002YPF5Y&linkCode=as2&tag=besbunhut-20


connect the power inverter to the marine battery.  Plug the security system into the inverter. The

motion sensors have a wide range and work in light or pitch dark. Put them in places where

people would have to pass through to get to the next part of the building, ie hallways, stairways,

etc.  Putting sensors in the crawl space is a good idea, just be sure that the motion sensor won’t

get set off if someone walks by a crawl space vent.  It’s important to test the sensors every once

in a while because the batteries do wear out after a while.

Also, you’ll need to take the marine battery in for a recharge about every week.  Yes, it’s an

inconvenience.  But, it’s only temporary and you’d probably rather recharge a battery every

week than pay your electrician another five grand.

I recommend programming the door and motion sensors to the zones that trigger immediately,

not the default zones that have a 45 second delay.  45 seconds is plenty of time for a thief to find

the source of the warning beeps and obliterate it before the siren starts.  Of course, this means

that you have to be outside the house to arm and disarm the alarm.  Teach your contractors to use

the keyfob (which should be easier for them than a sequence of codes anyway).  Store the keyfob

in the lockbox with the key.

Lighting and Surveillance

Lighting at night can also help deter unwanted visitors.  Without power to the property, there are

a lot of inexpensive solar powered motion lights on the market.  Buy enough of these to light the

perimeter at night.
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If you’ve had recurring problems at your property, want to warn people away, or want to have

evidence if someone does enter the building, you can also buy infrared motion sensor video/still

cameras.  Hunters use them to take night pictures of wildlife.  We have used ours to take night

pictures of visitors, including police, at the property. You can get a very capable camera for $80

and set it to activate as you prefer, with sequences of still shots or seconds of video.  Consider

buying rechargeable batteries because C and D size batteries get used up fast.  If you keep the

cameras on in the house while contractors are working, you’ll get additional entertainment.

That’s a pretty comprehensive discussion of security measures in and around the house you can

employ in early stages of the rehab, with or without electrical service, and without high recurring

fees.

Securing the HVAC Unit

One last consideration to make is for the HVAC unit.  You may have heard of these units being

stolen because they frequently are.  A couple ways to prevent HVAC theft are:

1. Only place the unit right before inspection and pull it until you’re ready for the buyer- if

the weather allows and your HVAC person is accommodating.

2. 2. Hire a welder to build an HVAC cage.  There are various designs that work.  You’ll

need at least 6” of clearance on each side. The cage will be secured by concrete poured

into holes.  Use one or two padlocks to keep the cage shut.  Usually a cage will keep the

lazy thieves away and they’ll move onto an easier target than your house.  Expect to pay

around $250-400 for a cage.  Get multiple estimates.  If you believe the neighborhood

warrants concern over the A/C condenser, spend the couple hundred dollars instead of the
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couple thousand to replace the unit later.  It might be worth putting up an IR camera to

show people you’re monitoring the unit.

Appliances

All right, the house is finished, you have it ready for showings, the gleaming stainless steel

appliances are sitting in the kitchen ready to woo first time buyers.

As much as it may pain you to do so, take the stove and refrigerator (as well as any washer and

dryer) out of the house.  Oh sure, take pictures and do videos with them in the house.  Do not

leave high value appliances in a vacant house in a higher risk neighborhood.  The thieves already

know what is in your house.  They can kick a door in within 3 seconds on a bright sunny

morning and carry your appliances out in less than 10 minutes.  And the neighbors won’t have

heard a thing.

Sure, it may be less enticing for buyers but the appliances will be in the pictures and you can

provide a note in the MLS listing about what model numbers they are.  Buyers are most

concerned that there will be appliances.  When they get to the point of a contract and performing

inspections, move the appliances in if necessary.  Otherwise, keep them out until a day or two

before closing.  Yes, I have had as many as four stoves in my personal home.  It’s just more of an

incentive to sell those houses as soon as possible!

Buttress the Entry Points
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Other things to protect a finished house include the security system we already mentioned.

There are also doorjamb bars that go under a door handle and wedge on the floor at an angle.

These can do a lot to prevent door kick-ins.  Put them on any exterior doors besides the main

door used for showing access.  If you don’t want to give off warning signals to buyers, put them

away before a showing and replace them after a showing.  It’s important to note that real estate

agents do not have as much to lose as you do.  Therefore, if you want to know the house is

properly secured after a showing, check it yourself.  I cannot tell you how many security checks

my husband has done on our houses after contractors and real estate agents “locked up” only to

find open windows and open and unlocked doors.

Responding to Theft

We’ve talked a lot about theft prevention.  How do you deal with a theft once it’s occurred?  The

default response is to call the police.  Before you call the police, it may be worth considering a

few things.  First, is the crime something that the police will be able to find the guilty party?

Second, what is the cost of correction?  Will it make sense to file an insurance claim?

We’ve had full landscaping spreads stolen out of the front yard.  While it was frustrating, it was a

low value replacement cost and not really something the police could do anything about.

All police service calls are public record, easily researched by potential buyers.  Will this scare

off a potential buyer?  The biggest thing you want to do is sell this house.  If the police cannot do

much and you don’t have any evidence such as from an IR camera, think about the cost of losing

a buyer because they’re now afraid of the neighborhood.  It doesn’t matter that appliance theft
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happens at vacant home in any type of neighborhood, once some buyers learn about a crime at

the property, they may disappear.

From an insurance perspective, you are probably paying higher premiums for builders risk

insurance.  This policy likely has a high deductible.  If you’re in the business long term, a claim

will impact your rates going forward for at least three years.  With a deductible of $1500 and the

value of loss at $1800, it’s not worth filing a claim.  Consider it more tuition payable to the

School of Life.  If the loss is significant enough to file a claim, you will generally need a police

report. Check with your insurance agent.

If your appliances are stolen, you can call all appliance resellers in the area and put them on alert.

Some of the less reputable ones will be harder to find online or in a phone book.  Also, take a

look on craigslist everyday for a couple weeks to see if someone’s trying to unload them there.

It’s helpful if you do not leave the appliance manuals in the house and keep them with you.  That

only makes it easier for thieves to resell the pieces.  Make notes of the serial numbers in case you

need to match them for the police.

When appliances were stolen from our house, it had been vacant for a while with less activity.

The thieves actually planned to come back for a second load, leaving part of it on the back

driveway.  We arrived at the house and after learning about the break-in and waiting for the

police, we parked down the street.  A truck came very slowly by and then sped up after it drove

past us.  Weeks later, my husband saw that same pickup truck driving in the neighborhood with

appliances in the back.  He followed it to a shady appliance reseller where the driver met up with

a friend who had a truck full of appliances also.  They spent a little time showing off each other’s
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find and then changing out license plates on their trucks.  You never know what you’ll encounter

in this world of rehabbing.

Lockboxes

For lockboxes that have multiple dials to set for the code, the security of your property can

become compromised.  Here’s why: contractors will get access to the house in the morning and

leave the code on the box all day long. Anyone who walks up to the house can see the code and

get access as they so desire. It’s a good idea to talk with your contractors about not leaving the

code on the box.  Additionally, change the code frequently as the property value increases.

Combo code boxes that have only one dial offer more security but it’s still a good idea to change

out the code from time to time.  Whenever a large group of contractors finish up or a buyer has

had multiple showings, it won’t hurt to change the code to limit access to the property.

Of course, in the case of contractors leaving the lockbox code visible all day, they may also leave

the key in the door all day, making it easy for someone to take and duplicate.  However, most

thieves are not going to go to so much work.

Lockbox management reinforces your security concerns to contractors.  Just remember, you have

the most on the line and you are ultimately responsible for the security of the property.  Get your

contractors on board as much as you can, but continue to do your own checkups after they’ve

gone home to protect a high value property in a higher risk neighborhood.  Being diligent about

security precautions will potentially save you $1,000’s.
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Personal Security

With the unpredictability of circumstances in mind, it is a good idea to give some thought to your

personal protection.  In this business, you’ll be checking out vacant houses, and houses that are

supposed to be vacant but may have surprise visitors.  It’s a good idea to have a plan in your

mind of how you’ll deal with an attacker.  Know the exits to whatever building you’re in.  You

may want to consider carrying something like pepper spray (with blue dye) or even possibly

getting a concealed firearm permit.  Self defense classes can teach you to spot people with bad

intentions and be more prepared should they make an approach.  Women especially need to

make a plan for protection.  Be sure your phone always has enough charge to make emergency

calls and your car has enough gas to make a quick escape.

Consider carrying minimal cash and credit cards when you meet people at a property and follow

the person through the property.  Don’t let a buyer, seller, or even contractor catch you off guard

from behind.

What Do I Do When??

Consider this section the nuts and bolts of the actual rehab.  There are a lot of issues that come

up that require attention. To some extent, they can be prevented but often they just have to be

dealt with.
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The Great Unknown

Just imagine- as part of an exciting buyer bonus package, you've given the buyer everything they

need to get started in their new home, including a washer and dryer.  The house has had cosmetic

improvements and a bathroom remodel but no real plumbing issues.  The washer and dryer are

dropped off a few days before close and tested out.  Next thing you know, the master bedroom

next to the laundry room is flooded, the carpeting and pad are soaked. Step 1, call a plumber to

find the source of the leak.  Step 2, call a restoration company to remove the standing water and

dry out the affected materials.  The plumber replaced the laundry valves and said we were good

to go.  Final walk through was delayed to get the house back together in time.  Close happened

on schedule.

And then that weekend we got another call.  Same flood but this time the owner had all her

possessions in the house and was sopping up water in her bedroom with towels at 1 am.  She

called the home warranty company that sent a plumber out.  After cutting into the sheetrock, he

found that the laundry drain had been broken inside the wall and that was the source of the

problem.  There is no way we would have found this through regular inspections.  Home

warranty didn't cover this problem for the new owner and the plumber had "Insurance friendly"

pricing.  Needless to say, we covered the inflated bill after a dispute and took care of the buyer.

Lessons learned from this episode:

1. Have any additional appliances delivered once buyer takes possession of house.
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2. Distressed properties can have very hidden problems, which may not be discovered until a

very inconvenient time.

3. Encourage the buyer to contact you for any problems soon after moving in.  Your contractors

are going to be much more affordable than the home warranty contractors, and much of their

work isn't covered by home warranties.

Water Works

Showers

In rehabbing, the trendy thing to do is tile a shower surround instead of putting in a plastic liner.

This is far more attractive and sellable.  I'm not sure how much fun it is for the owner to clean

grout lines so try to pick bigger tiles for most of it to minimize the number of grout lines.

One thing about tiled showers with a tiled floor is that the pan liner has to be installed properly.

There is a rubber liner that covers the shower floor and goes up the sides of the wall. The drain

hole has to be cut and sealed very carefully.  It is proper procedure to run a test on the shower

pan, plugging the drain and filling it with water that sits overnight.  Ideally, you won't have any

leaks.  If there's finished sheetrock and new flooring on a level underneath this shower pan test, it

is critical to check on the area every couple of hours.  Look for any evidence of leaking.  It may

be a blistering sheetrock seam, it may be water coming out of a nearby ceiling outlet, or

sheetrock bowing from the weight of water.  Keep the lights off in the general area if there is

power to the property.
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If there is a leak, it's far better to learn about it now than when the buyer moves in and has their

precious possessions in the house.  Have the plumber install a new shower pan liner, run the test

again, and then make repairs to the sheetrock and flooring.

Jetted Tubs

Another popular feature for buyers is the jetted tub.  The little known secret about these tubs is

that they frequently come from the manufacturer with loose fittings and broken components.

Save yourself the flood remediation costs by getting the plumber to test all connections before

final installation of the tub.  The last thing you want to deal with is having the inspector turn on

the tub, test it, and see water flowing from the ceiling below.

One challenge with inspections during construction is that the power may not be connected until

after final inspection.  When the power and water are turned on to finally test the jetted tub, if

your tub is enclosed by tile or sheetrock, it will be harder to know if there's a leak until more

damage is done.  A standalone jetted tub has more access panels,  so it could be a more practical

choice.  It's just not as aesthetically pleasing.

Take away: It is critical for the plumber to carefully inspect the jetted tub and tighten all fittings

for operation long before the operation will take place.
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Plumbing Bottom Line

ALWAYS use a plumber for plumbing work.  GCs may tell you they can do it- let them do it on

someone else's project.  Hire a plumber.

Never leave the water on in a vacant house.  A slow drip can cause $1,000's of damage in a

week's time.

Jacuzzi tubs are trouble- they frequently come from manufacturer with loose connections and

busted piping.  Test ASAP with as much of the tub exposed as possible.  Have the plumber on

hand to initiate the tub. Check the property a few hours later to make sure no leaks are emerging.

Whenever any appliance has been installed or turned on or water has been initially tested in the

property, check on the property diligently every few hours afterwards to watch for signs of leaks.

Have a bucket and towels on hand in case you find anything.

Fireplaces

Fireplaces look so straightforward from the inside of a house. The fireplace is merely a fireproof

cavern with a place for the smoke to vent to the outside, right?  Chimneys can get expensive

maintaining both the inside and outside.  If you’re buying a project with a fireplace, budget for at

least $1,000 in maintenance and have it inspected up front to prevent surprises down the road.  A

placeholder budget line can cover costs for cleaning the chimney, replacing parts that may have
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rusted out from water leaking in at the top, exterior brick or trim repair, leaning, mortar decay,

and other repairs.

Defective fireplaces pose a huge safety hazard for the future buyer.  It’s critical to pay attention

and treat this part of the house as professionally as you treat the plumbing and electrical

components.

As a side note, if you find you’re getting birds (or presents they leave behind) in the house and

don’t know where they’re coming from, you may need a cap at the top of your chimney.

Flat Roofs

From time to time, you may come across a property that has an appealing open balcony, so

romantic and charming, overlooking a picturesque private backyard retreat.

You may have your GC tell you they can just put something down over it to cover it.  They may

even advise a roofer to come in and put down a membrane to be below the covering they plan to

put down.

Here are some tips about flat roofs.

1. They need to slope away from the building.  Ideally, if it is perfectly flat, some framing and a

new subfloor should be added on top of it to prep for any additional covering.

2. Tile on a flat roof balcony is going to pop and crack, particularly if you're in a climate that has

freezing temperatures.
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3. Do your own research into what the flat roof solution should be.  This is one of the most

critical components of the house if the roof is exposed to water.  Get it right the first time and

you'll save yourself headaches for years to come.  Your GC may not have a lot of experience

with flat roofs.  Spend 20 minutes on google researching your options.

4. One flat roof solution that is purported to last for decades is Duradek.  It's worth getting a

quote from a qualified installer in your area.

Pet Odors

Aka “The odor of cat urine is choking out all the oxygen in the house”

Odors are more pungent in warm weather; they diminish in the cold.  Above 50 degrees, the

smell of cat spray permeates everything.  The spray of cat urine is usually hard to see.  One of

our first houses smelled so bad the contractors didn't even want to quote the job.  Getting a

qualified contractor was the first challenge in that situation.  Let's just say the creme of the crop

wasn't lining up so we took what we could get.  You have to start somewhere.

Our first attempt at stifling the odor was an ozone treatment.  The ozone treatment company had

more experience with odors like cigarette smoke and paint but was sure that he could help us.  A

technician came to the house, sealed it off, and let the machines run for a day.  It took some of

the edge off.  However, when the warmer days returned, the odor of cat urine came with it.
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Next step, remove the primary sources of cat spray.  We knew it was in some rooms more than

others.  My husband had the glamorous job of taking a battery-powered blacklight to the house at

night to find where precisely the spray was located.  This wasn't what he dreamed of when he got

into real estate.  So, when I heard him on the other end of the phone "UGGGGHHHH.   ACK.

UCKKKK.  EWWWWW.  Oh man." I know we were in trouble.

Armed with the knowledge that it was all over nearly every wall in the house, the next morning

we told the contractor to switch all wood paneling with sheetrock and remove the wood trim that

was most affected.  Parquet tiles in the entryway were also soaked so they were removed.

Cat urine has organic materials that can't just be killed with bleach.  The compound has to be

denatured using a special solution.  You can buy this solution at PetsMart or online.  We

employed a team of wall scrubbers with this solution to hit the sheetrock.

Once as much was removed and cleaned as we could justify, we worked with the painter to use a

special primer over everything in the house, including the floor where linoleum would go down

afterwards.  Sherwin Williams has experts who can recommend what primer will work best to

block the odor.

When the house was pretty much finished with new paint the smell was gone.  Then we turned

the HVAC system on.  And the smell was right back in our faces.  The HVAC vents were in the

floor and urine had drained into the ductwork.  So, the next call was to the HVAC technician to

get him to replace the feeder lines.
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After the whole house was put back together, we had the ozone company come back to do a final

treatment.   There was no remaining evidence of cat urine odor, at last.

Bottom line- Find urine hotspots (with a blacklight at night). Remove affected materials.  Clean

surfaces with odor denaturer such as Nature’s Miracle.  Use special primer to block odor.  Be

sure any floor vent ductwork is changed out.  Budget $3 - $5 k upfront plus a "hassle factor"

when you're estimating repairs for the house.

Abandoned Vehicle

Every once in a while, I'd get a call from someone out of the blue about something going on at

the property.  This time, the contractor called me when he showed up at the house.  "There's a

vehicle with no plates in the driveway."

In the case of an abandoned vehicle with no license plates, the first likelihood is that it is stolen

and was dumped at your property for convenience.  After a property is known to be vacant or

under construction, it becomes a magnet for local criminals who will use it in any way that is

convenient for them (note the convenience aspect- we'll return to this).

Two main options for dealing with this situation are 1. Call police and report.  2. Call towing

company.  With the license plates being gone, it's advised to call the police so they can run the

VIN.  If it is stolen, they'll take care of removing it.  If not, you'll have to call the towing

company.  If your car was stolen and dumped, you'd probably appreciate someone reporting its

location to the police. So do the thoughtful thing for the previous owner of this car.
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Other Considerations

Motivations

The more you talk to people in this business, the more you’ll find out that their motivations are

different from yours.  In fact, you may even learn that a lot of people will tell you what they

think you want to hear, whether it is true or a lie.  Coming from a background in the professional

world, my experience had been that most people are honest because untruths would eventually

be discovered and their jobs could be in jeopardy. Like children with their parents, the long-term

consequences of being truthful were more appealing.

However, in real estate, where buyers and sellers and contractors come and go for only brief

encounters, their incentives to lie, misrepresent, or underrepresent things, are far greater because

they perceive that it can help them get what they want.  Telling the truth may prevent them from

getting what they want.

Bottom line, keep your eyes open, don’t take everything people say to be the absolute truth, and

keep probing to get to the bottom of things.  Don’t jump into a deal without doing your due

diligence, double (sometimes triple) checking outside sources, and considering what the other

party’s motivations might be.
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Surveys and Setbacks

Surveys are an optional service.  For older neighborhoods, they may be more important.

Distressed property tends to have more issues than others.  Here’s an example of why we get

surveys:

We had a property under contract with a man in foreclosure who had equity in his house.  This

deal was going to enable him to keep that equity and we would restore the property. There was

an empty lot on either side of the house allowing for more privacy and perceived land.  The deal

was moving forward smoothly. The surveyor went to mark the lot because we knew we would

expand the footprint of the house and wanted to know our limits, along with having the title

insurance cover any boundary issues that could arise down the road.  When the surveyor called

asking where the house was because he was looking at an empty lot, we were confused.

Apparently, the seller had done a kitchen table closing with minimal attorney oversight when he

bought the property.  No title insurance was purchased and the lot described on the deed was a

city owned right of way, not the lot with the house he had been living in for 15 years.  The owner

prior to him had passed away so all heirs had to be tracked down to correct the deed and get

things in order.  Fortunately the heirs were agreeable and after a couple months, the issue was

ironed out.  We were able to close with a clear title for the actual property we wanted to

purchase.  Had we not done the survey, we would have had a major mess on our hands,

particularly when we wanted to sell to the next buyer.
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Surveys don’t usually have such dramatic outcomes.  From time to time, they’ll identify

driveways or fences encroaching on neighboring lots. If you decide to add features on to a house

or reposition HVAC equipment, it’s also helpful to know the boundaries.  Zoning specifies

setbacks from the boundaries for different elements of your structure.  Learning the zoning

requirements and setbacks for your property is critical if you’re adding anything onto the

structure.  Some cities may grant a variance to zoning violations but many won’t.  They could

require that the change be reversed.  All the time and money you spent making the change will

be wasted, plus you’ll spend more to make the correction.

What about a real estate license?

Ask around to real estate investors in your area if they have a real estate license.  Many don’t,

some do.  Our experience in this business is that the benefits and vast additional real estate

education that comes from getting a license is far more valuable than being able to shy away

from being held to “a higher standard.”  From a practical standpoint, when my husband got his

real estate license, it opened up a significant profit center for us.  Whenever we buy a property

listed on MLS, he gets a commission.  And when we sell our rehabs, he gets a commission.

Depending on the price point, that commission adds up to a lot of money that you might as well

be able to keep!

It also gave him additional background on the market and insight into liability pitfalls.  The local

Realtor training offered through the real estate commission and the brokerage that he joined were

a bargain compared to a lot of REI guru courses.  Realtors have a lot of local and transactional

experience. They’ve seen what works in your market and will share this insight with you.  They
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also share the stories of agents who didn’t exercise good judgment and reaped the consequences.

Real estate is a complicated and high stakes industry.  Small pieces of information can make all

the difference in your profitability and sustainability.

Insurance

Getting the right type of insurance for your projects is critical.  If you buy a policy that won’t

cover your project while it is under construction, you might as well have saved your money.  For

construction projects, you need a Builders Risk policy.  Most of the big name insurance carriers

do not offer Builders Risk policies.  Some may even try to convince you that if you’re only

holding the property for a short time or [insert your misleading statement here] that you can get a

Renter’s policy for the property.  Your best bet is to find an independent insurance agent who

offers Builders Risk insurance.

It is more expensive than a typical homeowner policy.  You can drop the premium by raising

your deductible and adjusting the time period.  Builders Risk policies are usually available in

time periods as short as three months or more.  The insurance agent will need to know the

property value and the cost of construction.  When you’re shopping rates, ask about the “Percent

Earned” on the policy.  This is the portion of the premium that you pay no matter what.  100%

earned means you won’t get anything back if you terminate the policy before the time period it

covers.  For a four week rehab, it would be great to get as much as you can back on the unused

time of the policy.  50% earned is pretty common.  Keep in mind that if you file a claim, future
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builders risk policy rates will be even higher for you.  So, it’s worthwhile to look ahead before

filing a claim.

Once construction is complete, contact your agent and get them to terminate the Builders Risk

policy and transition to a Vacant Dwelling policy.  While your house sits vacant, if you were to

incur a loss and only had a homeowner policy, the insurance company could reject the claim

because the house was unoccupied.  If you’re going to rent the property instead of sell it, talk

with your insurance agent about the best policy for your situation.  A trustworthy and responsive

insurance agent is a very valuable member of your team.

On all policies, you may want to list any business owners or lien holders as “Additional Insured”

for extra protection.

Setting up the proper insurance policies up front is a small inconvenience compared to dealing

with the potential disasters of uninsured losses.  Be smart, protect your project, your business,

relationships with your lenders, and your family’s future by getting the right insurance.

Engineers

Engineers are a critical component of your team if you’re doing any structural modifications or

have questions about an existing foundation.  They will evaluate the structure and tell your

contractor the necessary materials to use for the changes you want to make.  Adding dormers,

extending a roofline for a porch, altering load bearing walls will all require their input.  Once

your contractor has done what the engineer advises, the engineer will issue a letter with their
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official stamp.  Be sure you have this letter for your records. It may be needed down the road

should any problems arise with the house.  This is another form of insurance policy to protect

yourself.

Selling Your Rehab Faster

When you put your house on the market, that’s when the rubber meets the road.  All of your

decisions, from purchase, to design, come to judgment day once the house is listed for sale.

Despite what you may hear from the gurus, be prepared for the listing day to be somewhat

anticlimactic.  And possibly even a few days, and months, after that.  I know, all the gurus say

that if you do the right rehab and price it right, the house will fly off the market and you can

expect multiple offer in the first weekend.  This situation can happen, but it is not the norm.

And, on your first few projects, it probably won’t, unless you picked a really hot neighborhood.

A few things will help you sell your house faster: realistic pricing, attractive listing pictures,

noting all financing options and any special programs in the listing, listing with a full service

brokerage, and offering a buyer agent bonus.  Depending on your buyer, you may also want to

offer a buyer bonus package.  Let’s take a look at strategy for each of these aspects.

Realistic Pricing

When you know your comps, sold and active, you’ll know the range you need to be for your

property.  One common mistake that retail sellers make is thinking, “My house’s x (yard,

landscaping, kitchen) is special and people will pay more for it.”  Today’s buyer can be very
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selective but generally will not decide to pay more for something.  If house A has beautiful

landscaping and house B does not but it priced $15,000 less, they’ll choose house B because it

will save them a lot of upkeep hassles and they can live with it.  Even if the buyer was set on

House A because of the landscaping, for example, when it came time for the appraisal, the house

probably will not appraise for any more than house B.  Price your house in line with the market,

provide more value than the other houses, and it will be the most attractive house selling first.

Attractive Listing Pictures

Spend a few minutes looking through listings on MLS and you’ll immediately see houses with

good pictures, you’ll see houses with pictures that tell you nothing about the house or are an

insult to photography, and you’ll see houses with one or no pictures.  The houses with one or no

pictures will get almost no showings unless they are priced significantly under market value.

Houses with bad pictures will get very few showings.  Houses with good pictures will include

well-lit images of the kitchen, bathrooms, and main living spaces.  Have the house lightly staged

with towels, trinkets, and a few pictures on the wall.  A little bit goes a long way to warm a

sterile house into a home.  There is very little interest in bedroom pictures, besides the master,

unless there’s something special about the bedroom architecturally, ie vaulted ceilings, balcony,

etc.

Financing Options
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Listing out all the financing options available to a buyer will open many doors.  Depending on

your price point, a lot of first time buyers have very little to no money available to put down.

100% loans like USDA and 96.5% loans like FHA are must have options for these buyers.

Many other listing agents won’t note the less standard loans as options.  If you have a USDA

buyer looking for houses that qualify for USDA loans, you’ll stand out even more.  It’s also

helpful to list any specific local programs that offer down payment assistance for homebuyers.

Do anything you can do to make it easier for someone to find your house.  If you’d consider

lease purchase or owner financing, put those on as options also.

I recently talked with someone who was offering his house for sale with owner financing.  He

priced it at the top of the market and listed cash or owner financing as the only financing options.

When real estate agents see limited options in the financing area, red flags pop up that the house

could have significant problems that would prevent it from qualifying for traditional bank

financing.  I asked the owner about those options and he thought that his 0% interest loan with

$15,000 down would be more attractive to buyers than a bank loan.  What he hadn’t taken into

account was that most first time buyers do not have $15,000 to put down and they would even

prefer to get a 100% loan and pay 4% interest for a monthly payment that would be 30% more

than what he was asking.  Know your buyer.

Listing with a Full Service Brokerage

When you’re a rehabber out on your own, at the end of the project you may be over budget and

trying to recover any costs that you can.  Putting the house up with a flat fee brokerage might

seem like a really great idea.  Why pay $3,000 when you could pay $250?  There are a couple of
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good reasons.  First, experienced real estate agents bring value to the listing and may even take

care of some of the things, like good pictures, for you.  They know all the right boxes to check

and are responsible to present your property accurately in MLS.  There are lots of specific real

estate guidelines that govern how to calculate square footage, what counts as a bedroom, and

other issues.  Second, buyer agents may not feel comfortable bringing their client to your

property.  Often times, sellers in flat fee transactions still need assistance from a real estate agent

and the buyer’s agent may not want to get into a situation of perceived dual agency.  Practically

speaking, working directly with the seller puts them in a difficult situation and adds liability to

their plate.

We listed our first few properties with a flat fee broker.  Our experience with buyer agents

became more positive when my husband got his real estate license and hung it with a nationally

known, full service brokerage.  This may not be everyone’s experience but it is something to

keep in mind if you’re having trouble getting any showings at your property.

Open Houses

A lot of real estate agents will offer open houses as a part of their marketing strategy.  There are

pros and cons to this, especially depending on the amount of promotion that goes into the event.

If the neighborhood is relatively homogenous in home value, ie a suburban development, this

could encourage neighbors to stop in and possibly spread the word about the house to friends

who are in the market for a home.
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On the flip side, if your house is in a neighborhood that has a wide disparity in home values,

such as you often see in transitioning neighborhoods, it may be better to leave the showings to

MLS appointments only.  We have found that opening the house up to everyone in the

neighborhood tends to invite people with predatory intentions to get a free peek.  Not to mention

the time and energy involved in promoting and preparing for such an event is significant. Some

agents draw attendees by offering free meals or other prize drawings.  This can get expensive

and complicated pretty quickly, without necessarily reaching a single qualified buyer.

In our experience, the MLS showings have been far more fruitful than open houses.  Only

qualified buyers for the house will be coming into the property and you’re going to get better

quality feedback from their agent.  If you do decide to host an open house, don’t have high

expectations for attendance.  We’ve spent many open houses all by ourselves.

Buyer and Buyer Agent Bonus

Buyers’ agents are hungry right now.  I had a real estate agent tell me to my face that when she

would pull properties to show her clients, she would screen first on what properties offered a

percentage or dollar bonus.  Her clients would never see foreclosures or short sales that offered

buyer agents 2.5% or less commission.  While that is not the case for all agents, adding a bonus

can get agents talking about your property to other agents in their office and bringing their clients

who might consider your property.

On the buyer side, if your house is in the first time homebuyer price range, be aware that most

lower price point buyers are cash strapped.  Everything you can add to your house to make it a
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complete, ready to live-in package, the better.  If you’re offering all kitchen appliances and a

front loading washer and dryer in your beautiful like-new rehab, your house will be far more

attractive than the neglected one next door where they’d have to buy all their appliances or

change out old dirty ones.  Your buyer bonus package flyer can offer a few choices of which

they can pick 2 or 3.  For example, a washer, dryer, 42” flat screen tv, security system for a year,

lawn service for a year.  Offer things you think your buyer would use and appreciate.  The actual

value may come to just over $1000 but the perceived value is far greater in their eyes.  It also

gives you an upper hand in price negotiations.

Negotiating

You put the house on the market, you’ve dealt with any remaining issues from showing

feedback, and you finally have a buyer with offer in hand.  They think it’s appropriate to low-

ball you and ask for various unreasonable concessions.  Yes, this is standard.  Just because their

opening offer is ridiculous does not mean you need to cave on your position.  Chances are, you

have far more justification for your pricing and know the neighborhood sales far better than they

do.  On the buyer’s side, they want to feel like they got a deal, like they won something.  $5,000

concessions change their monthly payment inconsequentially but you worked very hard to put

that real $5,000 in your pocket. As much as you can, feel out the buyer’s agent to get an idea of

what is most important to them. Try to keep most of the negotiations limited to price and closing

costs. If they are truly concerned about a tree they want removed or some other random request,

then grant that to them.  Other small requests muddy the waters and make the closing process

that much more stressful.
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First time buyers especially like to feel in control.  They’re making the biggest financial decision

of their life and they like to “wield their power”.  Our experience has been that the less money

buyers have to bring to the table at closing, the more demanding they are.  They like to get every

freebie they can.  You’re going to have best results in negotiations if you stick to your guns.

Give them a small price concession, help cover some of their closing costs if there isn’t a local

down payment assistance program they’ll use, and remind them of the value of the property.

Their new home will be better than all the others, the maintenance will be minimal because of all

the new features, they get the bonus package, etc.  Bring them to see that your price is fair and

stand firm.  They are not investors who can take it or leave it.  They’re first-time homebuyers

who have romantic ideas about owning their first home. Emotions are running at a serious high.

Your house fit all their desired requirements and they will not walk away over a $25 per month

higher mortgage payment.  If they do, they may not have really been able to secure the loan in

the first place or their real estate agent had no business taking them to the house.

Once you have negotiated terms and have the buyer under contract, go out of your way to be

responsive, keep things moving, and build trust with the buyer and their agent.  Presenting

yourself as reliable, open, and helpful will do a lot to ensure a smooth transaction.  There can be

lots of little hiccups on the way to the closing table, and even at the closing table.  The rapport

that you’ve built or undermined will determine whether the buyer follows through to the end,

you close the deal, and walk away with a check.  If you’re in this business for the long haul, do

the right thing and it will come back to you.

Other Notes on Closings
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Be prepared for hiccups throughout the closing process.  Buyers securing mortgages tend to have

issues as the loan goes through underwriting, sometimes through no fault of their own.  Banks

are very testy these days and what might have appeared to be a home run deal can quickly get

tricky if the appraisal doesn’t come back at or above the purchase price, or the bank decides to

hold up funding on a small technicality.  Just be prepared to deal with whatever comes up and

put your problem-solving hat on immediately to get things back on track.  Sometimes it may

even come down to changing lenders at the very end if the current lender becomes

uncooperative. Do whatever you can do to get the deal done and close your books.

Once the deal is closed, be sure that any and all private lenders you used for the property return

their promissory notes with their statement of satisfaction signed and notarized.  This will enable

the attorney or title company to remove the lien from the property so only the current buyer’s

lien will remain on the county records.

Final Thoughts

Real estate is a business with a lot of moving pieces: sellers, buyers, contractors, lenders,

inspectors, real estate agents, and you.  There are many risks and there can be rewards.  A lot of

gurus out there highlight the rewards to sell the dream of financial independence but there is a lot

more to the story.  If you haven’t gotten into rehabbing yet but want to start, I hope that this book

has highlighted some things to watch out for so that you can prevent problems and save a lot of

time and money.  If you are already rehabbing properties, I’d love to hear some of your lessons
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learned.  When we share best practices and raise the level of transparency in the business, it sets

the example for more people to do the right thing.

Before starting any project, look seriously at the potential risks and rewards.  Take stock of the

financial, time, and relationship margin you have in your life to handle unexpected situations.

It’s better to walk away from a deal that’s questionable.  The best way to keep from losing

money is to overestimate repairs, underestimate resale value, and overestimate your holding

time.  If you can still make a good margin on the project at that purchase price, go ahead and

make your move.

Running a rehabbing business requires that you build systems for controlling your process and a

quality team of professionals to support your business.  These things all take time.  What I can

write in one sentence may take a week’s worth of work to accomplish.  Keeping a long term

perspective will help you keep your sanity in this business.  As challenges arise, you’ll devise

ways to deal with them.

Fools Rush In

No deal is the “deal of a lifetime.”  There will always be more deals in real estate.  Taking the

time to think through deals and “look before you leap” will save untold headaches.  As you gain

more experience, you’ll learn creative ways to make a deal better and you’ll know what isn’t

worth spending your time on.  Becoming friends with real estate experts in your area, people

who have been in the business for over a decade and watched different market cycles, could be

one of the best moves you’ll make.
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Rehabbing the right way will set you up to gain additional income, improve neighborhoods and

property values, and enjoy years of directly making a difference in your community’s economy.

It requires many skills and substantial resources.  If you can navigate rehabbing successfully,

you’ll reap rewards beyond just the financial.  There is a great sense of satisfaction (and relief) in

a profitable project well done.  Keep your project criteria clear and your margins wide so that

you can stay profitable for years to come.
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